LED LIGHT FIXTURE WITH PRESS-FIT FIXTURE HOUSING HEAT SINK

Abstract: An LED light fixture having a fixture housing including a socket-receiving cutout section. A socket is held within the socket-receiving cutout section. An LED circuit board is connected to an LED circuit board holder which includes an insertion piece. The insertion piece is inserted into the socket-receiving cutout section and fits over the socket so that the connection pins from the LED circuit board are inserted into the socket. The insertion piece is press-fit into the socket-receiving cutout section and held in place by friction force. A thermally conductive pathway is established between the LEDs on the LED circuit board, the circuit board holder and the fixture housing. Heat generated by the LEDs travels through the circuit board and the fixture housing. In a preferred embodiment a T-slot is cut into the insertion piece making it more bendable and facilitating insertion and removal from the socket-receiving cutout section.
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